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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention refers to a new construc-
tion for the evaporation tray for the defrost water in re-
frigeration systems of refrigerators and freezers and,
more especifically, to a new construction for the evapo-
ration tray of the type which is affixed onto the shell of
the hermetic compressor of said refrigeration systems.

Background of the Invention

[0002] There are well known in the art the constructive
solutions for affixing, onto the shell of a hermetic com-
pressor, a tray which is dimensioned to receive and
store the water produced by defrost, which usually oc-
curs automatically in refrigerators and freezers.
[0003] In this constructive solution, seating the tray
onto the compressor shell allows the tray to be submit-
ted to the heat produced by the compressor under op-
eration, promoting the evaporation of the collected wa-
ter.
[0004] In one of these known solutions, the shell of
the hermetic compressor incorporates an upper support
onto which is fitted and retained the evaporation tray,
which is, in turn, inferiorly and externally designed, in
order to be easily and securely adapted onto the upper
support of the compressor shell. Although providing a
strong fixation with high mechanical strength, this con-
structive solution has, as a disadvantage, a relatively
high cost due to the provision and fixation of the support
onto the shell and due to the specific shape that both
the tray and the support must have to guarantee an easy
and secure mutual fitting. Two other inconveniences of
the solution cited above result from the difficulty of pack-
aging the compressor when its shell incorporates a pro-
jecting upper support, and also from the limited thermal
contact between the tray and the compressor shell.
[0005] In another known solution, the evaporation tray
has the lower portion thereof shaped in order to be seat-
ed onto a larger area of the compressor shell, the fixa-
tion being achieved by means of clamps acting on both
the tray and the tubes provided through the shell. Al-
though improving the thermal contact between the shell
and the tray, this solution requires more space in the
compressor for assembling and disassembling the tray
and presents a low versatility, since a determined tray
cannot be adapted to different tube diameters.
[0006] Besides these two solutions of mechanical fix-
ation cited above, there are other solutions in which ad-
hesion is used for affixing the tray to the shell (see for
example DE-A-19 15973).
[0007] In one of these fixations by adhesive, liquid or
viscous glue is applied between the shell and the bottom
of the tray. Although improving the thermal contact be-
tween both parts, dispensing the support in the shell,
simplifying the lower profile of the tray and making easy

the assembly, the fixation by adhesive has the incon-
veniences of depending on the amount and distribution
of the glue, requiring a certain degree of cleanliness of
the surfaces to be glued, and also of allowing the parts
to separate from each other, upon heating of the com-
pressor.
[0008] In another known solution, the "hot-melt" proc-
ess is used for attaching the tray onto the compressor
shell. The advantages and deficiencies of this solution
are similar to those already commented in relation to the
use of adhesives.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0009] It is the object of the present invention to pro-
vide an evaporation tray for a refrigeration system of re-
frigerators and freezers, to be mounted onto the hermet-
ic compressor of said system, having a simple and easy
construction which can be securely attached to the com-
pressor shell, without requiring the incorporation of ad-
ditional elements to the latter and assuring a relatively
high thermal contact between the tray and the compres-
sor, with no risks of the parts separating from each other,
upon heating of the compressor under operation.
[0010] The object above is achieved by the provision
of an evaporation tray according to claim 1. The tray is
molded in a high temperature resistant plastic material
and which is to be seated and affixed onto the upper
cover of the compressor shell of the refrigeration system
of refrigerators and freezers.
[0011] According to the invention, the evaporation
tray comprises a bottom wall provided with a lower sur-
face portion, dimensioned to be seated onto the upper
cover of the compressor shell; a peripheral wall; and at
least one adhesive tape of the double face type, which
is simultaneously attachable to said lower surface por-
tion of the tray and onto the upper cover of the compres-
sor shell.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012] The invention will be described below, with ref-
erence to the attached drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a top plan view of the tray of the present
invention;
Figure 2 illustrates a longitudinal sectional view of
the tray, taken along line II-II of figure 1 and with the
tray being seated onto the upper cover of the com-
pressor shell represented in dashed lines;
Figure 3 is a similar view to that of figure 2, but taken
along line III-III of figure 1; and
Figure 4 illustrates an enlarged detail of the fixation
of a double face adhesive tape into the lower recess
of the tray.
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Description of the Illustrated Embodiment

[0013] As illustrated in the drawings, the tray 10 of the
present invention consists of a single piece, which is
usually molded in a high temperature resistant plastic
material, such as propilene, resistant to high tempera-
tures up to about 120°C, and which comprises a bottom
wall 11 incorporating a peripheral wall 12 with a height
sufficient to define the defrost water collecting volume
required by the refrigeration system to which said tray
will be applied.
[0014] The bottom wall 11 is preferably provided with
a lower recess 13 dimensioned to allow said bottom wall
to be fitted and seated onto the upper cover T of the
compressor shell, so that the peripheral edge 13a of the
lower recess 13 is maintained preferably seated around
the surrounding upper edge of the cover T of the com-
pressor shell.
[0015] In the illustrated construction, the lower recess
13 is obtained by the upwardly bent shape of the bottom
wall 11, which is so shaped in order to follow the contour
of the upper portion of the cover T of the compressor
shell.
[0016] With this construction, it is possible to obtain a
stable and direct seating, with a large superficial exten-
sion, of the bottom walll 13 of the tray 10 against the
cover T of the compressor shell, simplifying the relative
positioning during assembly and considerably increas-
ing the thermal exchange between the compressor shell
and the tray 10.
[0017] Although the provision of the lower recess 13
facilitates the assembly of the tray 10, increases the sta-
bility upon positioning the latter and improves the ther-
mal exchange between the compressor and tray, it
should be understood that the lower recess 13 may be
generically defined as a lower surface dimensioned to
be seated onto a certain extension of the end face of the
upper cover T of the compressor shell.
[0018] In order to attach the tray 10 to the upper cover
T of the compressor shell, there is provided at least one
adhesive tape 20, of the double face type, which is seat-
ed onto a determined place of said lower surface, usu-
ally the lower recess 13 of the bottom wall 11 of the tray
10. In the illustrated embodiment, there are two adhe-
sive tapes 20, each seated and affixed into a respective
lowered portion 13b provided in the lower recess 13, the
depth of the lowered portion 13b being slightly smaller
than the thickness of the adhesive tape 20, in order to
allow the other face of the adhesive tape 20 to be slightly
outwardly projected, so as to be seated and affixed
against the upper cover T of the compressor shell upon
assembly of the tray 10. With this construction, the ad-
hesive tapes 20 may simultaneously act against the tray
and the compressor shell, allowing the seating of said
tray onto the the shell, in order to guarantee an efficient
thermal exchange therebetween.
[0019] As illustrated in the drawings, the tray 10 may
have any additional structural characteristic, aiming at

increasing its resistance, without interfering with its as-
sembly onto the compressor or with its capacity of col-
lecting the defrost water of the refrigeration system.

Claims

1. An evaporation tray, which is molded in a plastic ma-
terial resistant to high temperatures and which is to
be seated and affixed onto the upper cover (T) of
the compressor shell of the refrigeration system of
refrigerators and freezers, characterized in that it
comprises a bottom wall (11) provided with a lower
surface portion (13) dimensioned to be seated onto
the upper cover (T) of the compressor shell; a pe-
ripheral wall (12); and at least one adhesive tape
(20) of the double face type, which is simultaneous-
ly attachable to said lower surface portion (13) of
the tray (10) and onto the upper cover (T) of the
compressor shell.

2. An evaporation tray, as in claim 1, characterized
in that the lower surface portion (13) is defined by
a lower recess, whose peripheral edge (13a) is
seated around the surrounding upper edge of the
upper cover (T) of the compressor shell.

3. An evaporation tray, as in claim 2, characterized
in that the lower recess is obtained by the upwardly
bent shape of the bottom wall (11).

4. An evaporation tray, as in claim 1, characterized
in that the adhesive tape (20) is seated and affixed
into a respective lowered portion (13b) provided in
the lower surface portion (13) and having a depth
which is slightly smaller than the thickness of the
adhesive tape (20).

Patentansprüche

1. Verdunstungsschale, die aus einem hochtempera-
turfesten Kunststoff geformt ist und auf die obere
Abdeckung (T) des Kompressorgehäuses des
Kühlsystems von Kühl- und Gefrierschränken auf-
gesetzt und an dieser befestigt wird, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daß sie eine untere Wand (11), die
mit einem unteren Oberflächenabschnitt (13) ver-
sehen ist, der zum Aufsetzen auf die obere Abdek-
kung (T) des Kompressorgehäuses bemessen ist,
eine Umfangswand (12) und mindestens ein dop-
pelseitiges Klebeband (20) umfaßt, das gleichzeitig
an dem unteren Oberflächenabschnitt (13) der
Schale (10) und an der oberen Abdeckung (T) des
Kompressorgehäuses anbringbar ist.

2. Verdunstungsschale nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß der untere Oberflächenab-
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schnitt (13) durch eine untere Ausnehmung festge-
legt ist, deren Umlaufkante (13a) um die umgeben-
de Oberkante der oberen Abdeckung (T) des Kom-
pressorgehäuses herum sitzt.

3. Verdunstungsschale nach Anspruch 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß die untere Ausnehmung
durch die nach oben gebogene Form der unteren
Wand (11) erhalten wird.

4. Verdunstungsschale nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß das Klebeband (20) in einem
entsprechenden abgesenkten Abschnitt (13b) sitzt
und befestigt ist, der in dem unteren Oberflächen-
abschnitt (13) vorgesehen ist und eine Tiefe auf-
weist, die geringfügig kleiner als die Dicke des Kle-
bebandes (20) ist.

Revendications

1. Bac d'évaporation, qui est moulé dans une matière
plastique résistant à des températures élevées et
qui est destiné à être posé et collé sur le carter su-
périeur (T) de l'enveloppe du compresseur du sys-
tème de réfrigération de réfrigérateurs et de congé-
lateurs, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend une paroi
de fond (11) pourvue d'une partie de surface infé-
rieure (13) dimensionnée de manière à être posée
sur le carter supérieur (T) de l'enveloppe du com-
presseur; une paroi périphérique (12) ; et au moins
une bande adhésive (20) du type double face, qui
peut être fixée simultanément à ladite partie de sur-
face inférieure (13) du bac (10) et sur le carter su-
périeur (T) de l'enveloppe du compresseur.

2. Bac d'évaporation selon la revendication 1, carac-
térisé en ce que la partie de surface inférieure (13)
est définie par un évidement inférieur, dont le bord
périphérique (13a) est posé autour du bord supé-
rieur environnant du carter supérieur (T) de l'enve-
loppe du compresseur.

3. Bac d'évaporation selon la revendication 2, carac-
térisé en ce que l'évidement inférieur est obtenu
par la forme incurvée vers le haut de la paroi de
fond (11).

4. Bac d'évaporation selon la revendication 1, carac-
térisé en ce que la bande adhésive (20) est posée
et collée dans une partie enfoncée respective (13b)
prévue dans la partie de surface inférieure (13) et
présentant une profondeur qui est légèrement infé-
rieure à l'épaisseur de la bande adhésive (20).
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